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 by AlbanyColley   

Mamoun's Falafel Restaurant 

"Taste the Middle-East"

This restaurant is the New Haven branch of the world-famous falafel joint

that started in New York City's Greenwich Village in 1971. The New Haven

branch is Mamoun's nicer, sit-down restaurant, with the walls covered in

plush Middle-Eastern carpets. The menu features all the Mamoun's

favorites like the renowned falafel, shawarma, kabobs and kibbeh.

Mamoun's is a perfect place to chow down on some filling and healthy

Middle-Eastern specialties.

 +1 203 562 8444  www.mamouns.com/locations/new-

haven-ct

 85 Howe Street, New Haven CT

 by Nayuta   

Geronimo Southwest Grill &

Tequila Bar 

"Tastes & Tequila"

Geronimo Southwest Grill & Tequila Bar offers a delectable array of

Southwestern flavors. The restaurant is named after the fearless Apache

warrior Geronimo, whose bones are rumored to rest in New Haven. The

cuisine served here amalgamates cooking traditions of the Native

Americans, Mexicans, Spaniards and the English settlers, giving it a

modern flair. Guests can choose from their extensive menu comprising of

tacos, quesadillas, ribs, mac and cheese, burritos and more. Enjoy your

evenings with your friends at Geronimo having a tequila blast.

 +1 203 777 7700  www.geronimobarandgrill.com/new-

haven/index.php

 271 Crown Street, New Haven CT

 by goodiesfirst   

Frank Pepe's Pizzeria 

"The First Pizza in the USA"

Although there is no stylish decor, the service can be inconsistent, and the

wait an inconvenience, this pizzeria is worth every bit of hassle. This is

where you go to experience the best pizza in New Haven (always

competing with Sally's Apizza, down the street), if not the world. Pepe's

claims to have introduced pizza to the New World and has been making

pizza a local legend since 1925. There is nothing like the amazing white

clam pizza pie, or the other coal-fired, oven-baked combinations at this

legendary pizzeria. No slices; you order by the pie.

 +1 203 865 5762  www.pepespizzeria.com/new-

haven/

 157 Wooster Street, New Haven CT
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